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Tiger takes the air on time tomorrow.
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Spot News
Anderson Elks club to transport Clemson
student from Anderson to Clemson Saturday and Sunday nights; Martin is
Masonic head. Anothers Agrarian off
press.
NO. 2tJ
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Installations
Oh April S

Both Cop Titles
For First Time

Tiger Basketeers, Conference Champions-

Bill Wade, of Clinton, was
elected president of the Clemson YMCA for the year 193940 at Vespers meeting Sunday
night. George M. McMillan, of
Chattanooga, Tenn., was named vice-president, and Crawford Lawton, of Fairfax, secretary.
Also in the race for these positions were Bill MeGinty, Fred
Gray, and George McClure.
Wade
Wade, a junior in the General
science echool,. has long bteen
active in Y work and other campus activities. He is a member
of Tiger Brotherhood, IRC, Social Science Forum, Minor "C"
Club, and is vice-president of the
Forensic Council. He is Associate
Editor of the TIGER and a member of Gamma Alpha Mu.
McMillan
McMillan, outstanding Textile
Engineering junior, is president
GEORGE McMILLAN, Bill Wade, and Crawford Lawton, re- of PSA, and belongs to Tiger
cently elected vice president, president, and secretary of the Clem- Brotherhood, Phi Psi, Minor "C"
son Y, plan their activities.
—Staff Photo By Lee, Club, and Gamma Alpha Mu. He
is managing Editor of the TIGER,
a battalion sergeant major, and
The basketball team were uncommander of the staff sergeant's
derdogs in every game in which
club.
they participated, and in winning
Lawton
THE TIGER BASKETBALL team, considered dark horse entry in the Southern Conference they eliminated the teams seeded
Lawton, who is also a promitournament held in Raleigh Saturday, won top honors after defeating four powerful teams in a row. number one and number two.
nent member of the junior class,
They are, pictured above, left to right, standing: Thurston Bagnal, George Coakley, Stanly Lancast- Wake Forest wass the favored team
is a regimental sergeant major,
er, Henry Buchanan, Coach Joe Davis. Kneeling: Banks McFadden, Gene Plathmann, Captain Jack of the tournament-and Maryland
executive oficer in the Staff SerBryce, Bob Moorman, Wister Jackson.
—Staff Photo By Lee. was seeded second. The Tigers
geants' Club, and is a member of
were unseeded and were one of
Athanor, and Tiger Brotherhood.
Five
Clemson
men
are
in
Charleston
today
for
the
infour teams forced to play in preThese men, with their Cabinet
liminaries before the regular tour- auguration of Major S. Manor Martin, head of the Clemson Members, will work under the adnament.
math department, as Grand Master of Masons in South Caro- visorship of Mr. P. B. HoltzenTHE SCORES—
dorff, General Secretary of the
lina.
"
Here are the scores of ClemY, for the coming year.
Major
Martin
was
formally
son's victories during the drive
The officers and cabinet memfor the championship of the named to head the state's/masonic
bers will be installed the second
order this morning.
Southern Conference.
Sunday in April.
In the opener, Clemson licked
Those attending the meeting
North Carolina 44 to 48.
in Charleston are: Frank Sharpe
The Tigers took the favored of the agricultural school, Ben
Wake Forest quintet 30 to 28 F. Robertson, state chemist, A. M,
in the quarter finals.
Sheriff of the post office, Dr. D.
Davidson fell in the semi-finals C. Sheldon of the mathematics
The Fifty-first Annual re49 to 33.
department.
port of the South Carolina
Then in the final contest the
Dr. Sheldon is leader of the Experiment Station at ClemBusiness is booming at the
Bengals went to town and de- Clemso^ lodge of Masons.
son College for the year which Clemson Greenhouses this week..
feated the second seeded Maryended June 30, 1938, came off Dr. Joseph B. Edmond and his
land 39 to 27.
Senior Horticultural students are
the press this week.
again digging into the secrets
The report, made by Dr. Her- of the growth of plants.
bert P. Cooper, dean of the school
Among the outstanding experiof agriculture, and director of the ments now being conducted is one
agricultural experiment station to determine the best means of
is submitted to the Governoit heating a sweet potato hot bed.
through President Enoch W.
About ten beds will be planted
Almo D. Chapman of Fair Play Sikes and Hon. W. W. Bradley,
for the experiment using various
Gus E. Metz, Clemson Registrar,
was
elected
president
of
the
Fuchairman
of
the
board
of
trusmethods of electrical heating dethis week accepted an invitation
vices and natural sunlight.
to serve on a discussion panel ture Farmers' Association Wed- tees.
Subjects covered in the 200following a talk by Max McConn, nesday night.
page report include agricultural
dean of Lehigh University, on
Other officers elected were: Economics and rural sociology,
"Personal Guidance Problems At Hoyt U. Bookhart, vice-president;
College Level" at the meeting of Roy Todd of Loris, treasurer; Home Economics, Field Crops and
the American Association of Col- Fred E. Wells of Greenwood, Fertilizers, Fruits and Vegetables,
legiate Registrars in New York, treasurer, George A. Stoudemire Plant Physiology and Disease, EnThree nationally-known agricultomology and Zoology, Chemistry,
April 25.
of Little Mountain, reporter; Animal
tural experts will act as judges
Husbandry,
Dairying,
Mr. Metz was asked to attend Smiley B. Williams of Greer,
in the WLW Practical Training
the discussion by W. P. Shostall, watch dog; J.'O. W. Richardson, Poultry, Clemson college farms, Scholarships competition for stuDean of Administration at Ste- of Marion, chairman of- the mem- Coastal Experiment Station, Pee dents in land grant institutions, •
phens College, Columbia, Missou. bership committee; Hoyt U. Book- Dee Experiment Station, Sand Hill George C. Bfggar, director of rural
.Experiment Station, Truck ExperiCLEMSON'S SWIMMING TEAM, Captained by T. Benton Young, Jr., and coached by P. B. ri.
hart, chairman of the program ment Station, Edisto Experiment programs for the station^ anHoltzendorff, won first honors at the Southern Conference tournament in Raleigh last week. The
committee; and N. R. Lester of Station, Publications, Library, nounced this week.
locals broke four conference records during the meet. The swimmers, pictured above, are, left to
Several Clemson seniors have
Newberry, head of social activi- and Financial Statement.
right, standing: John McKnight, P. B. Holtzendorff III, T. B. Young, Bob Bailey, Coach Holtzenties.
The booklet gives a comprehen- expressed an interest in the scholdorff. Kneeling: Culton, Ben McKnight, Stuart Ehrhardt, E. F. Martin.
—Staff Photo By Lee.
sive report on the study, experi- arships.
The judges will be Wallace B.
ments, and results, with tables
and charts, of agriculture and re- Kadderly, chief of radio, United
States Department of Agriculture;
lated subjects in the state.
The information was compiled Carl Menzer, director of Station
The sixth annual state-wide
and artoicles written by mem- WSTJI, Iowa City, and president
high school industrial education
bers of the Clemson faculty and of the National Association of
contest will be held at Clemson
f Three Juniors in the Clem-t
Educational Broadcasters, and
experiment station, staff.
April 14-15, it was announced
Professor
E.
J.
Freeman
often
John J. Lacey, director of inforson school of architecture,
this week by W. H. Washington, explains to his curious students
mation of the American Farm Budean of the Clemson school of the presence of the many compliHarrison Forrester, T. P.
reau Federation.
Industrial Education.
Hawkins, A. H. Chapman, and
cated machines which clutter the
Details of the competition, comHeld
under
the
auspices'
of
a Senior, P. E. Lee, will place
pleted three weeks ago, provide
Several Clemson students at- Clemson, the state department of shop.
that winners will ' receive six
a group of their watercolors tended the weekly Dorn Dance Education, and the South CaroSays Professor Freeman, "Most
month's training in all phases of
and pastels in the Greenville in. Seneca Friday night. They re- lina high school league, the con- of the machines which we find loBy A. C. P.
testants will consist of the out- cated in the shop were gifts, but
You have probably heard of the radio work at WLW. The sumv
high school Art Exhibit this ported a "swell affair."
some have actually been built student who went to school sev- of $500 will be paid each man
standing
boys
from
each
high
The
dances
are
held
in
the
week.
COLONEL IS WTLLIN*
from pieces which I have picked ehal years and lost so many hours to care for expenses during the
The exhibit, directed and spon- parlor of the Palmetto Hotel in school in the state which has a up at various places."
Colonel Weeks said this week
vocational
education
class.
by cutting classes that he came period.
Seneca
every
Friday
night.
Winners of the scholarships
that he's "willin' to kiss the sored by Abe Davidson, art inout in the hole,_but here is an
will be announced June 1.
Honorary Cadet Colonel" after structor at Greenville high school,
authentic
case
in
which
the
coland one time member of the
she's chosen tomorrow night.
legian actually broke even for
"It all depends on the young Clemson teaching staff, will be on
one semester.
for the next two weeks. Its purlady," says the Colonel.
It seems that a Texas Technopose is to display the work of
IN THE MALL
logical College student enrolled
In a letter to the managing ed- some of the alumni of Greenville
for a total of 11 hours. Finding
itor of the TIGER this week, Wal- High.
that his load was too. heavy he
Among the more .famous of
ter C. Johnson, Jr., senior at
dropped one of these. When the
these
"old
grads"
are
John
Hix,
-♦chapter
of
Scabbard
and
Blade.fa.
m.;
the
informal
and
free
SatDuke University, potential newssemester was over he had flunked
Plans for the annual Mili
cartoonist
and
creator
of
"Strange
won't be bothered with
urday
Tea
dance
will
start
at
paperman, and member of the
says, "The military figures to be
nine more and received so many any"We
As
It
Seems,"
"and
John
Sittpn,
t'ary
Ball
have
at
last
reached
more grandmothers. They all
executed at the Friday night dance 4:00 P. m. and run until 6:00 cuts that he lost the one he had
Duke News Bureau Staff said.
a climax, and although the are definitely different from those p m.; and the Saturday night passed. And so he was back where died last week-end."
"I think the TIGER is with- well-known artist.
The four Clemson men whose
—Weeks
out a doubt the 'newsiest' college
dance
has been postponed from of the past. The Honorary Cadet informal dance will commence at he started, even with the college!
works will be shown have attendColonel
shall
be
chosen
by
four
newspaper I have seen."
ed Greenville high school and they last week, Clemson will def- of Clemson's Regular Army Staff, 8:30 p. m. and end at midnight.
"How do you correct the fault?
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Throw it away and make another
Congratulations and best wish- will aid Mr. Davidson in direction initely have a new Honorary and," adds Hughes, "I hope the
of
the
exhibit.
piece."
Cadet Colonel tomorrow night corps will be rewarded with as DOZIER IS HONOR
es are in order for South Caro—Godfrey
charming a young lady ae our GUEST AT BANQUET
lina's young and energetic Govsays Colonel Fred Hughes.
ernor Burnett R, Maybank. He
Hughes, Captain of Clemson's retiring Colonel."
South Carolina's Adjutant
"These boys have a Scotch Yoke
celebrated his fortieth birthday
The music will have all the
The Clemson. chapter of the to draw, and they think it is
Tuesday.
swing and smoothness that Henry General Dozier will be guest ASCE
FREE TEA DANCE—
joined with the chapters of something to drink."
Angels and Devils
Westbrook's orchestra can present, of honor at the Scabbard and The Citadel,
University of South
CDA President Westry Riv- while
Speaking of pointless agruthe decorations will lend a Blade banquet here tomorrow Carolina, Duke
University, and
—Klugh
Dan Lewis, State Boys' 4-H enbark announced today that militaristic air to the field house.
ments,
N. C. State, recently, to form what
"It'e a medical problem, not
night.
One came up the other day in Club agent, was^ the principal
A
record
crowd
for
such
an
as the Carolina confer- one I know about."
Prof. Holmes' History of Civili- speaker at the induction ceremony the Saturday tea dance will occasion is likely to be on hand
Sergeants H. S. Heath and is known
of the ASCE.
—Brearley
zation class and it had to do held Thursday night by the local be FREE.
to witness the presentation of the H J. Wilkinson, and Major G. ence
A meeting of the conference
4-H Club.
with the point of a needle.
plaque to the new Colonel at D. Hufford will be formally will be held at Clemson on April
'"We
hope
all
the
boys
will
, "Stop cursing in here. What
Initiates are: R. H. Caughman,
In Medieval days the scholars
the formal Friday night dance.
initiated into the honor mili- 15. As yet, no definite plans for do you think this is, a barroom?"
stayed up nights discussing the G. D. Jeffcoat, A. F. Burgess, R. be out swinging at the tea
The
Friday
dance
will
start
the program have been made.
—Lippincott
number of angels capable of V. Hunter, B. Heniford, and G, A.
at 9:00 p. m. and end at 2:00 tary organization.
dance," says Rivenbark.
Wheeler.
(Continued On Page Two)
The Tiger basketeers and swimmers came through with Southern'
Conference victories last Saturday
at tournaments held in Raleigh,
N. C. Both teams gained championships for the first time.
Banks McFadden led the basketball team to victory with high
scoring and beautiful defensive
play. He was unanimously chosen
for the all-conference team. Jack
Bryce, Gene Flathmann, Bob
Moorman, Dude Buchanan, and
Stanley Lancaster were all outstanding for the Tigers. Lancaster
was high scorer in the finals with
14 points. Moorman's outstanding
defensive work against Wake Forest was a major factor in the
victory over the Demon Deacons.
Hoby Holtzendorff
Hoby Holtzendorff led the
swimmers to victory by cracking
records in the 50 and 100 yard
dashes. The medley relay team
composed of Holtzendorff, B. McKnight and Young broke the
record in their event by 2 seconds. Captain Young ended an
unbeaten season, but he was tied
in the finals by the Duke back

Major S. M. Martin Elected
Grand Master of Masons

Southern Conference Swimming Champs-

EXPERIMENT
REPORT OUT Question: How T;
Heat A Hot Bed?

Metz To Speak At Chapman To Lead
Registrar's Meet Future Farmers

WLW Scholarship
Judges Named

Students' Works Exhibited In Greenville

Industrial Ed
Contest Here
April 14-15

"I Make 'Em"
Says Freeman

Dorns Hold
Fine Dance

It Happened
In Texas, Too

Army Boys Ready To Swing-

All Is Ready For Annual Military Ball

Lewis Speaks
At 4-H Induction

Words....

ASCE Forms Carolina
Conference; To Meet
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Another Honorary ColonelTomorrow night four Majors from the
Commandant's staff will select another ^Clemson Honorary Cadet Colonel, and we're, all
agreed that the "lucky" lady must have plenty
of charm, beauty and poise—to keep up the
tradition of "Clemson charmers."
There has been some question raised about
the method of selecting this Lady Colonel,
and there's no time like the present to answer
it.
The Honorary Colonel is picked from
among the Scabbard and Blade "dates" at
the military organization's banquet, and formally named and "tapped" after the grand
march.
Some students are of the opinion that, as
one fellow put it, "the fact that a boy is in
Scabbard and Blade doesn't qualify him,
alone, to have a girl fitted to represent the
entire Brigade as Honorary Colonel."
On the other hand, it is tsue that Scabbard
and Blade is the top ranking military organization on the campus and its members
are the top ranking cadet military
officers. And, since Honorary Colonel is a
military position, some say it is only reasonable that a Scabbard and Blade member's escort should be given the high post. The Tiger takes no sides on this issue, but
it does wish the young lady selected tomorrow
night a pleasant reign.

THU.RSJDAY,, MARCa ?, 19,3,9.

ODD NAME DEFT.
PROF JAS. H. ENGLISH i
TEACHES SPANISH AT /
GROVE CITY COLLEGE /

At EDINBURGH UNIVERSrTY THERE ARE NO
BELLS OR WHISTLES TO
ANNOUNCE THE BEGINNING
OF CLASS PERIODS. FOR
CEWTURIES UNIFORMED
"BEDELS'* (GLORIFIED JANITORS) HAVE SOLEMNLY
CALLED THE STUDENTS
TO CLASS /

GENTLEMEN- W
IT IS TIME FOR.
CLASS TO
TAKE UP/

. . . that from the commandant's
office last week-end's quarantine
was very effective, but the cadet
bigwigs didn't bother to stick
around to earry on their usual
inspections.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that while we're on the subject, "O. D." Pope deserves a
. . . that several of the Colonels hand and the thanks of the Senreally didn't have such a hot time ior council for his gentle handling
in Anderson Sunday night.
of the whole situation.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that two-button blubbering
Bell can't do any better than yell
from his window at girls on the
campus, and if it will help any,
Oscar will be glad to tell him of
a couple at KeoWee who might
not resent his coming just a little bit closer.

. . . that Carolyn Fulmer has a
comfortable lead on Roughhouse
now for yard engine No. 1, and
he advises the rock to devote
her time to the Juniors.

In Clemson's rapid growth some of the
ends and strings are having to be tucked in
after the band wagon is well on its way, and
this is just the case with the class ring.
Although Clemson is fifty years old and
has a student body of well over 2,100, it has
no OFFICIAL class ring. It is hard to believe
this, but it is-nevertheless true. And for every
class that has gotten far enough along in its
academic work to see the light of a diploma,
and has presented itself with a class ring,
there is a different design. True, there are
"DO WE NEED ANY ADDITIONAL UNIFORM?"
usually very few changes from year to year,
but over a considerable length of time the
Claude Poole: "If the majority I H. O. Jones: "Hell, no! What
Maybe our beloved democratic principal of ring has changed quite a bit.
could afford it additional uniform we have now costs enough."
? ? ? ?
government is every day reaching farther
This year's rings have proven the most would be very nice, but as it
-yes, :
Howard ^ Painter:
toward the far corners of the earth in spite generally popular, not only with the members is now the uniforms we have not
only serve the purpose but look think we need additional uniof all that a multitude of dictators and all- of the class of '40, but also with other classes good.'
forms, the raincoat and gloves
and alumni, of all ring designs_to date. For
powerful" premiers are doing to stop it.
? ? ? ?
are a step toward getting more."
R.
T.
Hail:
"Our
uniforms
now
this
the
present
"Junior
Ring
Committee'
and
With another hunger strike India's Ma? ? ? ?
are all right and I don't think we
hatma Gandhi has induced the native other officials are to be congratulated.
A. C. Reynolds: "Extra uniforms
need any thing additional."
But
the
corps
and
alumni
throughout
the
would be more expensive but there
ruler, Thakore Saheb Shri Dharmen? *? ? ?
Reid B. Huff: "Yes, we need are certain articles that we need."
drasinhji, to give the inhabitants of the tiny country are expectantly and eagerly looking
? ? ? ?
native state of Rapkot a voice in their gov- forward to the possible immediate adoption a change; something to break the
D. B. Rosenkrans: "Besides the
by the Board of Trustees of an official class monotony."
raincoat and gloves it wouldn't
ernment.
? ? ? ?
ring of Clemson college. If and when this is
Gandhi had indicated that if his efforts to
James A. Betts: "Either a top be very practical to have additiondone there will be no more wrangling as to coat or a cape would certainly al uniforms."
obtain the administrative reforms failed, his
? ? ? ?
designs, future ring committees will not feel set off what we have now."
would be a "fast unto death.'*
Frank Bryant: "I think we
? ? ? ?
obligated to change the design just to appear
We can't help observing that our small not to be loafing, and when a Clemson man
A. H. Maybin: "Yes, we need need a lighter pair of pants for
summer."
world would be much better off if we had sees a Clemson ring on a finger anywhere in additional uniforms especially a
? ? ? ?
more self-sacrificing men in important po- the World he will immediately recognize a raincoat and gloves."
T. J. Crocker: "We should have
? ? ? ?
sitions of public trust. And when a man gives fellow Tiger.
W. W. Gregory: "Yes, regula- a full dress uniform and light
weight pants for summer."
- up
Every Clemson man feels the urgent needltion raincoats"and a top coat."
r food for a cause, that's sacrifice!
—G. M. M.
of the adoption of an OFFICIAL CLEMSON*
CLASS RING, and we're pulling together to
settle for once and all this fifty year old con_ .•_
J
when the "flu" epidemic was at its height troversy.
__G, M. M.
By Bill Wade
one of the companies was abruptly hustled off
FRIDAY—
to the Textile building to make room in bar"ONE-THIRD OF A NATION".
yrj_f___.
racks for the sick. This was not the first nor
No previews available.
will it be the last vacating to be done by the
# *:
This from "At The Airport" column, writ- SATURDAY—
unit.
"FAST AND LOOSE" The first
ten by Ben Jordan, a Clemson alumnus, in
After settling down to a crowded, noisy
picture starring the sleuthing
the ANDERSON INDEPENDENT:
week of company companionship, rumors voicSloanes was so popular that
I'm all for building a field at Clemson
ed abroad that a "demoralizing state of af"FAST AND LOOSE" had to folfor the use of the cadets and the profesfairs" existed among the looms and shuttles.
sors who fly. There is no reason why the
low. Bob Montgomery and RosaIf the curious observer had only taken time
school should not become one of the forelind Russell are together again FLORIDA U.
to look in on one night of textile existence, a
most training centers for pilots and aeroas Mr. and Mrs. Sloane, rare-book
Is one ever too old to learn and
tale of commendation would have supplanted
nautical engineers in this county.
detectives getting in and out of is a college education worth the
he grossly false rumor of pandemonium.
The boys have demonstrated their inhilarious scrapes in the quest for
time and effort? A student at the
Acrobatic games, baseball pitching, exercisterest in flying and in every other phase
valuable manuscripts.
University of Florida answers with
g fook place between the crowded rows of
of the profession, but they# have gone
A decidedly "THIN MAN" touch
'
all with the greatest spirit of fun and
an emphatic "yes." This student
about as far as possible without some
is added to the picture, but the
is an experienced business man,
"'husiasm.
outside aid. I like to see this aid come in
results are good due to some nice aged about 30, and back to school
Remarks such as "Cut out the d - - racket
the form of a flying field at the school
acting on the part of Montgomery
-gled with "shucks, this is the most fun we
after a lapse of ten years. He is
and the addition of aviation courses to
and Russell.
eager to learn. After finishing
•'er had at Clemson."
the curriculum. It would be a great help
MONDAY—
With spirit such as that exhibited where
high
school in a small town in
to have a competent instructor at some
"SAY IT IN FRENCH". Ray
h»re 'was plenty of room fc* griping, a com
Florida frosh James Davidson denearby field who would give instruction
Milland brings his lovely French
cided that a college education was
'•nrvnt to real Clemson spirit should be exat reasonable rates to the cadets.
bride, Olympe Bradna' home and
not worth the trouble and ex=nded.
There have been moves started toward
_W. B. W.
gives her a job as maid in his pense, so, anxious to start work,
this end before, but the dreams of the
family's Park Avenue department he made his way out into the
perpetrators have never been realized.
until the moment arrives when he world. He went North and worked
Beattie McHugh, one of Clemson's most
can break the chilly news to his on a rail road. He progressed in
his particular line but soon he
famous flyers, worked this goal with
Clemson has many professors of whom she
aristocratic parents. The rather realized that his advancement
some success. The work lost its impetus
may be justly proud. In spite of the fact that
trite but nevertheless amusing had stopped. A bit of reflection
ours is one of the fastest-growing colleges in
however, when Beattie was killed in a
scenes that follow up to the cli- and contemplation led him to one
the country, these professors still find time
Marine crash in Nicaragua. It would be
max provide right decent enter- conclusion—he didn't have the
equipment to go any further. He
fitting, I think, to carry on his work,
after a, hard day's work to help the student
tainment. Miss Bradna is hailed made his decision and entered
and I am sure that everyone would like
who is not getting along quite as well as his
as a rising star worthy of watch- the University at the age of 29,
to see the field named for, and dedicated
the oldest student there. Certainly
ing.
he has one enviable distinction
to, this great flyer for the work he did
Recently one of the senior faculty members
TUESDAY—
over the other boys who come to
in the advancement of aviation.
received a letter, excerpts of which are print"SINNERS IN PARADISE". college, he knows exactly what he
ed below:
. .
John Boles plays his usual fair is there for and what he wants to
"I wish to express to you the appreciation
as a Shanghai surgeon who hides do when he finishes his academic
career.
of my husband and myself for what you did
The second edition of the AGRARIAN, of- out on a tropical isle with hie U. OF NORTH CAROLINA
this summer in helping to restore to our son
Chinese
servant
because;
of
a
From that rare little magazine
... his self-confidence, which has inspired him ficial agricultural publication of the Clemson murder charge. Interest arrives
student body, is hot off the press.
"The Carolina Buccaneer" I found
to go on with his work.
Included in its pages are interesting articles by China Clipper In the form of mighty amusing poetry. The short
"He enjoyed the work with you, and he
dealing
with every phase of agricultural de- lovely Madge Evans. Storms and stories and the drama to oi a
too, feels girateful to you for taking so much
passengers, especially Bruce Ca- plane by itself, to be sure, but
time, and employing patience, to explain to velopment and improvement from a review bot, provide the rest of the ex- the poetry—well, here's a sample:
"Just what" they ask, "ha3 led
him ... the principles by which he could go of the work of John C- Calhoun and Thomas citement, but Madge Evans is
enough to keep the average audito this degenerate condition?"
on himself. In fact, my husband and I are re- G. Clemson, the founders of scientific agri- ence pretty excited in spite of
This frightful racial prejudice and
culture, to "Do's and Don't's About Farm
joicing over his change of attitude.
John Boles. Worth seeing.
ghastly superstition?"
"We wish it were possible to send him to Machinery."
So Southward they a-slumming
WEDNESDAY—
The
magazine,
edited
by
"Buck"
Beach,
is
Clemson to complete his college work, but
go
"ARSON RACJCET SQUAD".
he wishes to take a pre-medical course, and written by students of the Ag School, and Draw your own conclusions from To see the mess we've made,
And
we, in turn, put on a show
he feels he would need the time he would have includes a guest editorial by D. W. Watkins, the title. No previews.
To
get
the tourists' trade.
director
of
agricultural
extension
service,
and
THURSDAY—
to spend on military work for his studies.
then, too,
an
article
on
"Farm
Tenancy"
by
Dr.
B.
O.
"THE
MYSTERIOUS
MR.
MOHowever, we are sending Clemson quite a
On every third-class Northern
Williams,
professor
of
rural
sociology
and
TO."
On
the
trail
of
international
stage
number of young men from our high school.
assasins, Mr. Moto deliberately has
You'll find the mitif rural.
It has given me pleasure to recommend statistics.
himself
imprisoned
on
Devil's
IsOur drawl, withal, may be the
The March Agrarian includes "Agrarian
land where he escapes with a
Clemson to them all.
rage,
Philosophy," an interesting editorial, and per- member of the suspected gang
''Having served on our school board for
But "YOU-ALL," suh, is plural!
sonality
shots
and
scrips
of
the
Agrarian
ring. The unsuspecting criminal
some years, I cannot help feeling a certain
unwittingly leads Moto to the as- NORTHEASTERN U.
staff, and we think it's a fine publication.
degree of responsibility for the young men
Of course everyone knows that
sasins hideout. Peter Lorre as Mr.
and women we send out to college, and I
Moto makes everybody's flesh there comes a time in every young
In line with a fast-growing tradition at crawl whether or not he's the de- man's life when he has the powerendeavor to take pains in recommending to
Clemson,
our basketball and swimming teams tective or the villain. Norman Fos- ful urge to sleep, and most youththem the college best suited to each. I hope
ter and Mary Maguire plug in ful gentlemen do wherever and
our boys can be so fortunate as to be assigned have come through with first places in the the romance for a fair show.
whenever they get the inspiration.
Southern
Conference.
to your classes . . . . "

AndMahatma Gives Up Food-

Ham
Radioing

Shoot The Show |

Suggests An Airport For Clemson-

A Tribute To "Little Joe-

The Second Agrarian-

OSCAR SAYS

. . . that Buck Beach and Martin
Crook couldn't find any to ride
OSCAR SAYS
Sunday night so•they ended up
. . . that Junior President Graham, playing horse racing games with
his vice and treasurer, warmed their Anderson lassies.
up at the child break in GreenOSCAR SAYS - - ville Friday night but later gave
vent to a real Tarn O'Shanter . . » that Saturday's detachment
to ROCK Hill got split up somescene on Main street.
how and wound up in all kinds
OSCAR SAYS - - . . . that Popeye Parker is little of queer situations.
OSCAR SAYS - - and he's mean, but a 75 cents
bottle, brass knuckles, and black . . . that the Judges shouldn't
jack and he's still just little.
have much trouble picking a
OSCAR SAYS - - •
colonel tomorrow night, and mind
. . . that Brick Bradford begs ad- you boys, she'll be a brunette.
mission to the S. O. Club because
OSCAR SAYS
when he saw his gal's picture in
another boy's room he thought it . . . that B. O. Cantey is worried
these days. He says "Boots" has
was the real thing.
OSCAR SAYS - - jilted him after he's given her
. . . that the army boys will really the best years of his life.
be strutting their stuff over at th#
OSCAR SAYS - - field house tomorrow night, but . . . that "White Hope" Ellison
that harness will slow them up
a lot after the final note is sound- is rapidly whipping himself into
shape for the not distant intraed.
mural boxing bouts.
OSCAR SAYS - - OSCAR SAYS
. . . that from inside rumors the
C. D. A. has got something "hot" . . . that Dick Forrester is caught
under cover.
in the Converse net again and he,
OSCAR SAYS - - OscarL wonders at the little boy's
. . . that G-Man Gates must have stamina.
grown his bay window just sitOSCAR SAYS - - ting in pensive thought—trying to
find a new little bit of wit for . . . that Bill Wise has been trying
his classes.
to make this column for three
OSCAR SAYS - - years, but Oscar's sorry to tell
. . . that Bill Bouton's "military him that he'll have to do more
lift" hasn't hurt him a bit and than just be Bill Wise.
it would do some of the rest of
OSCAR SAYS - - the boys good to notice that It
. . . that Barney Marshall has surcan be done.
OSCAR SAYS - - vived on a summer school infatua. . . that this week-end's quaran- tion longer than anyone he knows,
tine brought the yard engines
out in full steam and he hopes but he wonders just how long it
that they don't catch the flu can last before he learns what's
after the sudden exposure.
going on in the low country.

Ort T/lt? ClaSS Ring-

A Sample Of Clemson Spirit-

. . . that Monckton may have looked silly as hell In the Grill Friday
night but he did put on a good
show.

(Continued From Page One)
standing on a needle point.
Prof. Holmes' students, of
course, brought in devils too,
and although no concensus was
reached, a group of good Tiger
boys and YMCA'ers said that the
angels were in tne majority.
A crowd representing the "Alpha Chi Psi Ring*' snout, "no,
the devils outnumber all others."
ANOTHED CO-ED
We've got another co-ed, and
she's UNOFFICIAL and cute
too.
. Miss Ballenger is taking some
languages and singing from
Miss Fernadna Doria, English
and the like from Prof. Paul
Lucas, and the chemistry of
cooking from Dr. Caredomus.
She says that if she passes the
cooking course she'll advertise
in the Tiger class-i-fieds for a
husband.
. About The Moon
There's nothing more beautiful
at Clemson, we think, than those
early spring sunsets and the rising full moons.
Despite the rains this week, the
moon's been blossoming out so
grandly, that a fellow with a Rita,
or a Teeny or a Mildred or a Tot
on his mind—ijust had to be a
little sentimental.
And they say its plenty painful
—being sentimental like that all
by yourself.
HONORARY COLONEL
There's an editorial this week
about Honorary Colonel, but
its such a good topic that mention here won't hurt, we hope.
A fellow said today that Clemson's Big Tenners can pick "the
dames better than any of us
clucks, so maybe it ain't so bad
that only their gals can become
Cadet Colonels."
He may be right, but hear
this: It's a member of the "Alpha Chi Psi Ring" talking:
"Shucks, boy, faint no girl in
this country with more beauty
and charm and everything else
than my girl. I'm no Big Tenner
but doggon't I don't see why
my girl couldn't represent the
corp as a honorary colonel OF
THE CORPS as well as any of
theirs. I can't shout 'Battalion
Attention' quite so loud as some
of those fellows, but darn if I
can't pick the girls just as
well!"
And what are we to think . . . 1
That is only human nature, so
sleep away my restful lads to your
heart's content, even though it
may not be to the content of
others.

By Sam Hunt
James K. Chapman, instructor
of wood work, is known to thousands of American hams as W4COL . . . James
was licensed in
Sept. 1933", under a temporary
license . . . He
became interested in "naming"
after hearing his
father relate stories of an old
KW spark . . .
"Chap" operated 40 and 80 CW
for four years ... the first rig
was an old 45 in a Hartley circuit
as the power 15 watts . . . The
fone bug bit and the new rig was
a 47 xtal ASC into 46's buf feeding a pair of 210 and modulated
with 4J2A3's ... His rig now
consists of a 6C6-6L6 lc OSC into
a 6L6-8067-T40 and modulated
with pair of TZ20's . . . The antenna or sky hook is a doublet using
twisted pair feeders ... 75 mtr.
fone is used at present although
the transmitter will perk on all
bands . . . The receiver is a Skq
Champion, SX20.
Chapman deserves credit for establishing the Clemson Amateur
Radio Club along with Ben McLeod (W4BCN) . . . Under his
direction the club grew from a
pile of junk in the sling to a modern station now located in the Engineering building . . . Professor
Rhodes backed the club every
inch and helped out in its darkest
moments . . . Without "Chap,"
ham radio at Clemson would only
be a scattered reality and not
the beneficial element that it is
today.
All cadets that are interested in
having messages sent free-ofcharge from Florida to Maine,
from South Carolina to California,
and to any large city in South
Carolina, please get in touch with
Professor Shigley (W4EPJ) . . .
Joe is anxious for these messages.
Joe recently received two German
QSL's inclding D3CDK, a Russian
4RS1800, PAQNDW In Netherlands, VK2GT in Austrialia, and
FV8A in French Guinea ... He
also has a heard card from England on 75 fone . . . Branch
(W4FWO) is now on 10 meter
CW . . . Kirkwood (W4FFO) is
back on the air after the flu and
some tube trouble . . . Rankin
(W4EPU) blew up his new 740
. . . The club (W4ETP) used the
meeting Monday to wire the new
rig . . . Boy, oh boy, didn't those
Tigers break through the QRM
up at Raleigh last week . . . 73's.
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Second Agrarian Off Press Today; Juniors Named To Staff
Block -C- Crossworder

Alumni Chatter Prominent Alumnus-

By Edward Spivey

By Roy Pearce
On Thursday night the alumni
of Augusta will have an important meeting at the Woman's Club,
825 Greene street.
A. J. Dyess, president of the
Augusta chapter, sends word that
they will entertain the coaching
staff and varsity squad of the
Richmond Academy football team.
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This column wants to pay tribute to our former Mess Hall officer, Shorty Schilleter, who not
only served Clemson as Mess Officer, but put three sons through
Clemson. They are now prominent
men in the world of education.
A. E. Schilletter graduated in
'14 and is now connected with
our Extension Service.
W. A. Schilleter, brother and
classmate of Guss, also graduated
in '14 "and he is now principal of
the schools at Tryon, N. C. Shorty,
as he is called, was a star tackle
on our football team in '14.
Then the third Schilletter, J. C,
class of '22, is now on the faculty
of Ames University at Ames, Iowa.
McMeeldn

ACROSS
1-4. 5. Clemson's President
9. preposition denoting forward
10. crow's call
12. railway (abbrev.)
13. street (abbrev.)
15. tract of land covered with
grass
18. answer to roll call
19. girl's hat
21. to go into
22. fifth zodiac sign
23. hits a baseball
25. active
27. exclamation
28. "Feast of Lanterns
(Japanese feast)
30. negative reply
31. taxicab
32. Arabian (abbrev.)
33. small ground insect
35. a portion of a curved line
36. units of ten
39. half of em
40. to follow
43. Noah's home
44. irregular (abbrev.)
46. all right
47. second note of the scale
48. West Virginia (abbrev.)
49. prefix denoting again
51. Essex (abbrev.)
53. a neighborly gathering for
work
54. a-spfcere
56. naked
57. a lyric eong
58. Roman Emperor
DOWN

i

1. direction
2. Old Testament (abbrev.)

S. C. McMeekin, class of '23,
is now general manager of MisAnswer to Last Week's Puzzle
souri General Utilities Co. at
Rollo, Mo. "Slick," was formerly
President of the Alumni Chapter
in. Columbia.
Claude E. McLean, class of '08,
has charge of the Arizona Testing
Laboratories, consulting Assayers
and Analytical Chemists.
Now coming up to date and to
some other alumni.
T. S. McConnel, class of '37,
in Winnsboro, has charge of the
wood shop department of. Winnsboro high school, and he is head
football coach. He played football
here for three years.
Another alumnus who is doing
well is W. A/ "Streak" Lawton.
Streak graduated in 1936 and
is now teaching and coaching
football at Walterboro high school.
Columbia alumni we look in at
3. noliceman
the State Highway Department:
4. to stay for
First is J. S. Williamson, class
6. anger
of '16, Chief Engineer of the
7. Kentucky (abbrev.)
South Carolina Highway Department.
8-34-512. common yell in the
H. E. Graves, class of '19, holds
theatre
a responsible position with the
10. metal container
Highway Department. He is presi11. land measure
dent of the alumni chapter in Columbia.
14. tabular (abbrev.)
Another alumnus with the high16. partial
way department is W .H. Mills,
17. Persia
class of '13.
18. aigrette (bird)
P. E. Armstrong, class of '20,
is also with the highway depart20. S. C. governor
ment,- district engineer in Green22. Woman's name
ville.
24. Titan (abbrev.)
One of our most popular and
26. a unit
interested alumni is M. D. Berry
of Atlanta, Ga. Milt, as he is
28. leather Winged mammal
called, graduated in '13 and he
29. raw metal
holds a responsible position with
37. African native sold for slaves the Southern Bell Telephone Co.
He has a son in Clemson.
38. tin (abbrev.)
J, E. M. Mitchell is the last on
39. age
our parade today. Mr. Mitchell
41. therefore
graduated in '12 and he is sales
42. small musical instrument
manager for Jeffery DeWitt Insulator Co., at Kenova, West Vir(stringed)
ginia.
43. native of Arabia
45. to seize property
48. small
50. a sea eagle
53. bromine
By Rogers
55. symbol for beryllium

Church News

B. S. U.
Several members of the Clemson Baptist Student Union council
plan to attend the Bible conference which is to be held in Columbia this week-end.
The Clemson B. S. U. will be
Dr. Paul Popenoe, director sponsibility of adult life," observ- the hosts of the Anderson College
Dr. Popenoe. "Beware of ro- B. S. U. at a social to be given in
of the department of Family ed
mance," he said, and listed five their honor Friday, March 17.
Relations at Los Angeles, Cali- elements that couples should be
fornia, was the speaker at the positive are potentially present
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Senior Symposium which held before they marry. These are:
morning services will
1. The Biological Mating Im- be Regular
its first meeting last night
held at the Clemson Presbypulse.
in Long Hall auditorium.
terian church, next Sunday with
2. Economic Interests of the Dr. Sidney J. L. Crouch's sermon
Dr. Popenoe also spoke in Couple.
on, "The World Tomorrow—Can
chapel at noon today.
S. Emotional Security—Tender. Science Progress Without ReligLast night Dr. Popende spoke ness, Sexually-colored Comrade- ion?"
on "How Do You Know You're ship.
Dr. Crouch will conduct vesper
In Love?" and after finishing his
4. Non-sexually Colored Com- services at Winthrop College Suntalk, held a round-table discus- radeship—Psychological Interests. day evening. These programs are
sion, allowing those present to
5. Mutual Interests in Home presided over by ministers from
ask questions.
ove the state who receive invitaand Children.
"Love is the most serious retions from Dr. Phelps, president
of Winthrop.
Sunday night the PIONEERS
=^r
^|J-^.i1 l^JU)ld_ its regular meeting.
FOR MORE PLE*£t?RE>Eyjey
This is a recentiy formed young
people's discussion group~afi4 has
proved to be very popular.

Family Relations Expert Tells
How To Test For Real Love

¥

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR
FROM

BALLENGER HARDWARE CO,
SENECA, S. C.

Tigers! Attention!
Make STANDARD DRUG AND LUNCH Headquarters
When In Anderson.
AGENTS FOR WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATORS
AND ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES — R. C. A.
VICTOR RADIOS AND RECORDS

BAPTIST
The recently completed blueprints for the new Baptist Sunday
school building were passed on
last Sunday and will be submitted
to the Baptist Board in Columbia
for approval. After the board's
approval, the building will begin
at an early date.

Next Issue
Out In May

Little Holmes-

3. S. WILLIAMSON, State
highway engineer, Class of
'16) was awarded an honorary degree in civil engineering
from Clemson in '37.
He served as Second Lieutenant of Engineers in the 214th
Engineers. In 1920 he married
Miss Liona Foster of Anderson,
whom he met while attending
Clemson. He has a son, James,
who will enter Clemson next
fall. Mr. Williamson said tha,t
while here at Clemson' one
day after he had been laboring
many hours over a drawing for
Major "Wee Willie" Klugh,
"Wee Willie" said that he
thought that they had better
start over. Mr. Williamson asked if he meant for him to start
clean over, and "Wee Willie"
replied, "Yes, with the emphasis on the clean." (This is the
second in a series of Prominent Alumni being recognized
by the Tiger.)

Jungaleers Complete
Series of Engagements
The Jungaleers, Clemson dance
orchestra, recently completed a
series of engagements which took
them to Columbia, Dahlonega,
Georgia, Ware Shoals, and the
Clemson Parish House, where they
played for the Spinsters' Club, and
later for the Campus Cotillion.
The band has recently added a
new sax player, J. E. Cannon,
sophomore.

SIAIE
Anderson

Friday-Saturday—
George Brent and Olivia De
Havilland in
"Wings Of The Navy"
Added Cartoon and Novelty
Monday-Tuesday—
Priscilla Lane and Jeffrey Lynn
in
"My Darling Daughter'^
Added Popeye Cartoon, Novelty
and Latest News Events.

Days Of Our Years by Pierre
Van Paassen, 504 pages, College
library.
It is with profound sorrow that
I confess my inability to report
on "Days Of Our Years," that is,
in the usual characteristic Book
Leaves style. The book was recommended me by the librarian as
being a book of outstanding merit.
I skimmed over the chapters and
the mechanical make-up and chapter heads fascinated me, so I decided that this column would present Van Paassen's work regardless of my not actually having
read the book. I did, however,
read the first chapter and it inflamed my desire to go on, but
here I am, caught short by a dead
line.
The fly leaf.gives some interesting material concerning the book,
and even though it is not good
policy to take what is advertised
by the publishers as a reliable
review I think that in this case
you will do well by reading the
synopsis.
Autobiography
"Days Of Our Years" is autobiography, but autobiography in
which the details of the author's
life are incidental and subordinate to the mere significant chronicle Of his times. In a larger and
more literal sense, this book is
the biography of a generation as
reflected in the life of one man
whose profession placed- him
wherever history was being made;
in France, Germany, Morocco", Syria, Palistine, Ethiopia, Spain. Although the book deals specifically
with our generation, the tapestry
is woven on a frame of continuity
in which something of the past
arid something of the future are
inextricably linked. For "all ages
through which people live are
pages from the same book and
whatever we are today is the result of the long travail of the
centuries."
In Small Town
Beginning with life in a small
town in Holland at the turn of
the century, we see the first stirrings of libertarianism in what
was previously a closed Calvinist
intellectual theocracy. Then came
glimpses of the World War,
enough to make us shudder, and
more intensely and in a greater
detail the period immediately after the war. We -see the background of the present European
chaos, the nationalist greed that
culminated in Munich.
The impact of this book is unforgetable, and its reading a genuine emotional and spiritual experience."
Many new books have been received by the library, good books,
books worth reading—go over and
look them over. "Chief Joseph—
Biography of a Great Indian" by
Chester A. Fee; "Villians and Vigilantes" by Stanton A. Coblentz;
"The Rise of American Democra-

The second issue of the
Agrarian, publication of the
School of Agriculture, was distributed today.
This issue featured pieces concerning various phases of agriculture, a guest editorial by Director
D. W. Watkins of the extension
service, and some personality bits
about prominent staff members.
Editor Harris Beach and Business Manager Townsend Pope announced today that 14 prominent
agriculture school juniors will
"put out" the next Agrarian in
May. The '39-'40 Senior staff will
be selected from these juniors.
They are: H. A. Johnson, E.
R. Stewart, R. H. Bryant, J. O.
W. Richardson, O. K. Furtuck,
R. L. Hearon, L. R. Arial, W. H.
Gramling, M. L. Bridges, G. A.
Stoudemire, S. E. Wells, L. E.
Lanford, W. E. Pugh and R. Todd.

//;

y" NEWS
By Wade

THEY SAY IT took some time
for little A. G. Holmes' mother
to get him nosed for the picture above. But that was some
time ago. Now, grown up "A.
G." is head of Clemson's history
department and considered
among the most popular members of the Clemson faculty.
(This is the third in a series
of Clemson Personalities Years
Ago.) ,

Art Student's League
To Exhibit Here Soon
The Art Students' League of
New York will open an exhibit
of prints and water colors on
March 13, in the Architecture
Department, Prof. R. E. Lee announced.
The group includes seventeen
water colors and twenty prints,
the latest works of some of the
best contemporary artists.
The select pieces are'' being
sent throughout the nation for
their first public showing. They
come here from the University
of Georgia. Duplicates of all of
the pictures are for sale, ana
the list of prices accompanies the
exhibit.
For two weeks, the works will
be on display here. Some member
of the architectural faculty may
give a formal criticism of 'the
whole group in a lecture open to
all students and campus folk,
Prof. Lee says.
cy" by Dr. Sydney Strong; "Adventures of America—A Pictorial
Record from Harper's Weekly"
by John A. Kouwenhaven; A new
series including: "Orfgin of the
Species" by Darwin; "Tolstoi's Essays On Life"; "The Conduct of
Life" by Confucious: "Capital and
other Writings" by Karl Marx;
"Human Nature and Conduct" by
John Dewey; "The Wisdom of
Aristotle"; and "The Philosophy
of Spinoza."
E. S.

Y Buildings Available
The Clemson YMCA received
word this week from J. O. Arroll, Secretary of the World's
Fair Committee to the effect that
the Brooklyn and Queens "Y"
buildings in New York City would
be available to all college YMCA
members during the summer season. Each branch of the Brooklyn and Queen's YMCA will have
available full information regarding transportation to the Fair
and to other points of interest in
jthe city.
Crime Discussed
The Junior and Sophomore "Y"
Councils in a joint meeting Monday night discussed the various
phases of crime and possible solutions for the eventual eradication of vice in America. The discussion was headed by instructive
talks from Sylvan Epting, Herbert Johnson, George McClure,
Bobby Pericola and Colin McLaurin.
Cabinet Makes Plans
The "Y" Cabinet held its first
meeting of the month Monday
night to discuss its spring plans.
The Handbook Committee reported that plans were under way for
comnjling the new 1939-40 edition. Several new features will
be incorporated in the volume.
The committee stated that, effort
would be made to vary the makeup of the handbook to a considerable extent.
Vespers
Father Speismann, Catholic
Priest in charge of the Anderson
circuit was the principal speaker
on the Vesper programs last Sunday. Next Sunday's Vespers will
be conducted by Mr. and Mrs. De
Witt Baldwin, Methodist missionaries to China. Having been in
recent contact with the war-torn
section of China Mr. and Mrs.
Baldwin are prepared to give a
vivid account of the plight of the
Chinese.
Prof. Harold S. Ttate; of the
Industrial Education school reported this week that _H, P; Byrd,
a Clemson Vocational Education
graduate, who is now stationed
in the Phillipine Islands, had recently married a Phillipine girl.

Wednesday-Thursday—
Florence Rice and Kent Taylor
in
"Four Girls In White"
Added Cartoon, Musical Short,
and Grantland Rice Sportlight.

Now In Stock ...
OFFICIAL THESIS PAPER

Defiance Bond, 20 lb. stock, 50 sheets, per box

60c

Japanese Linen. 20 lb. stock, 60 sheets, per box

.60c

Envelopes to match, 24 lb. stock, per pkg.,

25c

Complete Stock Of College Seal Stationery At All Times.

EPISCOPAL
A' number of Episcopal students
are to assist Rev. Donald E. Veale
with the service and with the
music at a new schedule of services for the Ascension Church in
Seneca. This service program will
begin Sunday, March 12, at 4
o'clock with the service of Evensong. Stephen L. Skardon. is leader of this- group. The subject for
the address at the Lenten service
March 15, will be "The Sacraments In The Life Of The Church."
The regular service will be
held Sunday morning, March 12,
with the morning prayer and sermon. Special music will be given
by Miss Fernanda Doria.

JL. C ^/Ytart In
<,
*Jnc.
ipanu.
zJjrua Uiompan
y
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McCOLLUM,

Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Freshmen And Sophomores Vie For Place In New Army Unit
Keeping The Canteen-

Features From
Our Tournament
By Arthur Williams
After that Preliminary victory
over North Carolina the boys rejoiced over a change in menu.
No more poached eggs. Steaks!
Coach Davis; of course, authorized the change. Coach was a familiar figure prowling around the
lobby of the Carolina Hotel trying to dig up dope on the night's
opponents. He was a radio star.
He made speeches Wednesday,
Thursday and two Friday.
Gene And Banks

"SHORTY" HENRY, Clemson's canteen operator, is shown
above between a Beech-Nut gum and candles display and other
"wares" serving a cadet customer.
—Staff -Photo By Lee.

'Shorty Henry Is Doing Well
In Clemson's Student Canteen
G. G., "Shorty," Henry operates the old Clemson "jew
shop." now, taking over the work where the late Major Abbott
left it.
"Shorty" is already a Clem- gram, and to give work to some
son resident of twenty years stand- of the students in athletics.
"Shorty" Henry had no idea
ing. For twelve years he was with
the dairy department, and quite why he was selected to operate the
recently he had bought a local "second food supply" for Clemson
filling station and was in the gas- "They just asked me if I'd consider it, eo I sold my filling staoline business for himself.
Originally, "Shorty" hajls from tion and came right up to take
the city of Jefferson in Jackson it over," he said.
"This is a lot better than the
county, Georgia. He worked in an
ice cream plant for an Atlanta gasoline business," he commentfirm before he came to Clemson ed, "because in this you don't have
to join the dairy department staff. so many complaints about the
The Athletic Department owns products, the service, the weather,
and operates the canteen to help or any other thing the customer
finance the inter-collegiate pro- objects to."

Dean Washington Attends Meet
For Educators In Cleveland

Flathmann and McFadden didn't do bad on the radio business.
Both made two talks after the
finals. Said Mac: "The final gun
went BANG, then Gene said Hello
Momma and Daddy." According to
the rest of the team, though, the
two boys had a race for the mike,
Gene winning because he had a
long head-start.
Thurston Bagnal was walking
along under the bleachers before
a game. He glanced down and beheld ten dollars on the floor. He
pocketed the dough and came raving in to tell the rlst of the boys.
"Shucks," said (Lancaster, "if you
can find money, so can I." Stanley
thereupon checked out for the
bleachers and came upon a pocketbook, contents: 75 cents. He
returned it to the owner.
Five Bucks
Bagnal kept his and had it and
five more dollars stolen from the
hotel room.
Jack Bryce was elected captain
of the team in room 519, of the
Carolina hotel right after the
final game.
MacFadden said of LeMacks,
center of N. C. State, "He's the
best man I've ever played against."
Incidentally, Ned Irish said of
Banks, "As fine a center as I've
ever seen."
Dude Breaks Trophy
Dude Buchanan reached into
the car after the tournament to
take the trophy. McFadden was
holding it and thought Buchanan
was just another guy from the
crowd. He yanked one way, and
Duke the other. The trophy cracked, and each man got half. The
figure on top went to Buchanan,
the cup to Banks.
Teacher Trainers
Hold Conference

Pershing Rifle
Practice Begins

South American Island Not
Much Different, Says Native
Life in Aruba, South America's Little Industrial United
States, is very much the same as in any other United States
seaport town, Harold Miller, Clemson student from Aruba says,
Miller says that the people on
the small island do the same
things that everyone else does
in a small beach town. Swimming,
he says is the most popular sport
with fishing and golf running
very close behind. The entire island according to Miller, is golfcrazy. Almost everyone on the
island owns a golfing outfit and
plays regularly.
One of the highlights of the
island society, Miller says> lfi
the nightly dances at the community "Club House." There are
almost as many young girls on
the Island as boys and it is relatively eaey to get a date almost
any time. "It is not safe to go
in for any unorthodox petting or
woo-pitching, though," Miller says,
"for the gossip travels so fast
on the island that it is too big a
chance to take."
Despite the fact that less than
3,000 people live on the island,
they have a modern moving picHAROLD MILLER
ture house, and all modern conveniences of an ordinary United trips back to the United States.
States town.
Once he came up on an Oil TankThe main village, which con- er, and once he came up on the
tains about ten square miles, is Grace Liner "Santa Paula." His
called Rainbow Village. This, trip up on the Grace liner was
Miller says, is because of the really tops, Miller says. The bigmulticolored houses. Houses, Mil- gest night of the trip he spent
ler says, are painted any color exploring the Panama City Night
from golden rust and feminine clubs. "They were swell."
pink to pea green.
Ben Robertson of Clemson, auThe most interesting part of thor and journalist, has been asliving in Aruba Is the trips back signed to "do" a story on Aruba
to the United States, Miller says. by the SATURDAY EVENING
Since he moved to the island about POST. He left for the South
three years ago he haa made tw American island last week.

The campaign to organize
a Clemson company of Pershing Rifles is well under way,
it was announced today by
Fred Hughes, Captain of Scabbard and Blade.
Details of the company were
explained to Sophomores and
Freshmen in the college auditorium Monday night by Cofone,l
Charles W. Weeks, and more than
twice a§ many men as can be
taken into the company turned
out for the first practice drill
on Bowman field Tuesday night.
Hughes said that drills will be
held each night this week and
that men for the Clemson unit
would probably be named next
week. A Captain, to come from
the Advanced R. O. T. C. course,
will be chosen by the members
of the Company.
Although Scabbard and Blade
is sponsoring the organization of
the company, Hughes pointed out
that the two organizations would
not be related in any way. Once
organization is completed, he said,
administration will be turned over
entirely to the company members.

ASCE Joint Meeting
Slated for April 15

On April 15 at Clemson there
will be a joint meeting of ,the
chapters of the American Society
of Civil Engineers from the two
engineering schools of North Carolina.
One technical paper will be presented by each school and prizes
of from five to sixty dollars will
be awarded.
For the past few years the two
engineering schools of North Carolina have sent their ^chapters of
A. S. C. E. to two meetings a year,
one in the fall and one in the
spring. This year they have invited the engineering schools of
South Carolina to meet with them.
The constitution used for the
North Carolina chapters revised
last week. The meeting will be
the first of the Carolina Convention of Student Chapters of
The American Society of Civil
Kappa Alpha Sigma, local fra- Engineers.
ternity of Agronomy majors, held
Rhode Islander
its final initiation Thursday evening, it was announced today by Visits Textile School
Bob Fickling, secretary.
Ben Verity of the Carbic ColNew members taken into the or and Chemical Company, Proviorganization were: iL. S. Bozard, dence, R. I., visited the Clemson
M. C. Shealey, R. B. Huggins, F. Textile school to talk to the senM. Fleming, F. G. Dobbins, G. iors majoring in textiles and the
Shuler, M. T. Pender, J. H. Light- seniors majoring in textile chemsey.
istry and dyeing, recently.
Dr. G. H. Collings, of Agronomy
department, Prof. G. W. Jones,
and Prof. R. W. Lipscomb were
present at the ceremony.

Drive To Put Extension Service
On National Basis Begun, Watkins
D. W. Watkins, director of
the Clemson Extension Service
attended
an
inter-regional
meeting of extension directors
from the Eastern part of the
United States in New York
March 2-3.
The meeting, Mr. Watkins reported, marked the beginning of
placing Extension work on a National basis. In the past, he said,
Extension has been directed principally on a regional basis, but
it is hoped through the addition
of more varied ideas to increase
the usefulness of the service.
Mr. Watkins spoke to the entire group on the results of a
congressional hearing held on extension , service in Florida last
year at which he represented the
United States extension service,
and he spoke on recent strides in
forestry education. Mr. Watkins
also attended several meetings of
state directors of extension.
Mr. Watkins was invited to represent the Southern division of
Extension by the Federal bureau
of Extension.

Agronomist Hold
Final Initiation

The teacher training staff in
Education at ClemJ). W. Washington, dean of the Clemson Vocational Edu- Agricultural
son and the supervisory staff at
cation School, this week reported a very successful meeting Columbia held a joint conference
of the American Association of School Administrators which in Anderson on March 1 and 2.
Among those attending from
he attended in Cleveland last week.
Clemson were: W. G. Crandall,
Dean Washington said that the
B. H. Stribling, J. B. Moore, T. A.
motto of the convention which
White, and W. C. Bowen; from
was attended by more than 10,000
Columbia will be Verd Peschool superintendents, and eduterson, J. L. Sutherland, E. R.
cational leaders from every part
Alexander, R. E. Naugher, and R.
of the country, was "Education
D. Anderson.
wwjwwwvwvavkft
For Democracy." All lectures and
The Clemson College Glee
discussions, he said, were centered
Prompt
and Efficient
Club presented its first concert
around this idea.
Taxi
Service
Some of the outstanding prob- of the season last night in the
lems discussed at the convention, college auditorium.
Greeting Cards — Engraving
Mr. Washington said, included
The program was as fol- PINE TREE BOOK AND
"How to Make The Work More lows :
PHONE 110
GIFT SHOP
Definitely the Study and Social
Nights —■ Zamecnik, 231 N. Main, Greenville, S. O.
Rights," "How To Provide Youth TheNeapolitan
Peasant and His Oxen—Smith.
With Mofe-eomplcte Services for
Fyvv/v^rt/wysn
Vocal
Solos—Selected.
Adjustments, 'Guidance, and VoSCHWOBILT TAILORS
By the Rivers of Babylon—OsMEET AND EAT AT
cational Placements," and "How borne, Pilgrims Chorus—Wagner,
Present the latest in men's
to Co-ordinate School Activities Play Fiddle Play—Deufcsch-AltTOASTEE SANDWICH
clothes to the campus . . . also
with Community Agencies."
a special rate on parade trousman, I Hear a Thrust at Eve—
SHOP
J. C. Holler, Anderson county Cadman, Kentucky Babe—Geibel,
ers. Each garment individually
ANDERSON
%
superintendent of education, Miss J. E. Jay, T. S. Garrison, W. B.
Sandwiches of all kinds.
tailored.
Kate Woford, Laurens County, G. Matthews, R. J. Weinheimer.
Steaks.
Thursday
%
W. Wannamaker, St. Matthews,
W. T. DILLARD, Room 497
I Ups To Her—Hoffman, When
218
N.
Main
St., Greenville. &
Franchot
Tone,
Franciska
Gaal
SAJUVVVVUVVUUVWUVVU'W'U'VV'W'W
D. M. Dixon, sueprvisor of South Pa Was Courtin' Ma—-Joy, Pale
X
Carolina high schools, and E. W. Moon—Selected, Willow Echoes—
—IN—
Rishton, president of the South Selected, Trumpet Solos—James
|
Carolina education association, al- Calloway.
"Girl Downstairs"
Yo Mammp's Kitchen under
so represented South Carolina at
You Can Alawys Get DeSmilin' Through—Penn, Ole
Friday
and
Saturday
new management.
the meeting.
Man River (from Showboat) —
licious Sandwiches at
Bill Cody In
Dean Washington returned by Kern, R. J. Weinheimer, Seraphic
James
Rattakis
of
former
Washington where he visited Dr. Song—Rubinstein, Alma Mater—>
"Vanishing Riders"
Little Pep Sandwich Shop
E. W. Sikes' son, who is now con- Corcoran.
28 E. Court-St., Greenville.
Saturday nlte late Show
The concert was under the dinected with the United States
Main St., Greenville, S. C.
Department of Agriculture, and rection of Mrs. Harold Cochran.
The Jones Family in
a number of other prominent Accompanists were Mrs. E. J.
"Hot Water"
Freeman, Jr., and George Aull.
Washington educators.
Violinists were Bob Ferrier and
Monday and Tuesday
James McMillan.
J. Edgar Hoover's
The
Glee
Club
is
leaving
Friday
SEE OUR SHOW WINDOWS FOR ...
Blue Bird Ice Cream
on a concert tour of the state.
"Persons
In Hiding"
will meet your instant
They will sing at Bamberg, With S. Carrol Nash, Patricia
approval.
Brightesville, Aiken, and Willis- Morrison.
BLUE BIRD ICE CREAM ton.
Wednesday
STORE
New Shoes at rock-bottom prices. Sport shirts and pants.
Norma Shearer, Tyrone Power
GUARANTEED
112 N. Main Street
—IN—
WATCH
REPAIRS
Greenville, S. C.
And many other articles that you will want to buy[CRYSTALS FITTED WHILE
"Marie
Antoinette"
YOU WATT,

Glee Club
Presented

BOOKS

I

Pete's Lunch No. 2

New Spring Merchandise

a

McKee's Shoe Shop
"Fine Shcs ReDairing"
111 W. Benson St., Anderson

"JUDGE" KELLER

WHEN IN GREENVILLE 5
VISIT

College Bowling
Alley

Boston Lunch

Clemson Students Welcome
111 College St., Greenville.

15 W. Coffee Street
v^nrtft^^^^^fWi^AnrfiAnArtrt^ft"

FOR GOOD MEALS COME
TO

Atlantic Grill

George's Place

The Pride of Main street.
— Soda and Lunch —
— 24 Hour Service —
114 N. Main St., Greenville

211 W. Washington Street,
Greenville, S. C.

HATS
5
Shirts, Ties, Polo Shirts, I
Slacks, Etc
7

Gorman's

s

J8 So. Main St., Greenville.?

Good Lunches Every Day
Served At
WASHINGTON COFFEE
SHOP
107 Washington St.
Greenville, S. C.

f

MAJOR S. MANOR MARTIN
was tod aynamed Grand Master
of South Carolina Masons at
a meeting held in Charleston.
—Staff Photo By Lee.
Starkey And Lawton
Judge In Florida
L. V. Starkey, Clemson Professor of Dairying, was Judge at the
Florida Fat Show which was held
in Jacksonville, Florida, Feb. 23.
A. S. Lawton, a Clemson graduate in Dairying, Prof. Starkey
said, was also one of the outstanding officials of the show.
Dr. Wintermeyer
Confers With Dairymen
Dr. W. E. Wintermeyer, director of dairying extension service
in the Southern states, was in
Clemson Tuesday to confer with
members of the Clemson Dairying
staff.
Dr. Wintermeyer was especially
interested in the Clemson herd,
which he alleged to have highly
approved.
/

Get expert barbers to cut
your hair for the Military
Ball.
PATTERSON'S BARBER
SHOP

Ifs Enjoyable
FOREMOST ICE CREAM

Greenville Cab

Strand Theatre

FEINSTEIN'S WATCH
SHOP

Masonic Head-

It's Healthful
"CAROLINT'THE^

Starting Monday, 13th, the picture of the year:
f
"GUNGA DIN"
CAST: Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fair. banks, Jr., Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.
ANDERSON, S. C.

South Carolina's Best
Everything in good Hardware — Prompt Service
Reasonable Prices — A pleasure to serve you.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NEW SPRING SHOES AT

HOKE SLOAN'S

FOR QUICK SERVICE CALL AT

I

TOM'S LUNCH

§

Sandwiches, Coffee, Cold Drinks.
S
110 W. Washington Street
Greenville, S. C. |

See the new Suits and Slacks. Sport Shirts In and Outers,
$1.00. New Moccasins and Lounge Abouts.
R. O. T. C. Credit. Use it for Spring Holidays.

VaughanVJewelers
16 W. NORTH ST.
Reliable Goods —
Moderate Prices
Greenville, S. C.

GET YOUR FILMS AND KODAK SUPPLIES AT

ECKERD'S
Carolina Shoe Shop
Next to Carolina Theatre
We use factory methods of
renewing your shoes.
N. Main St., Greenville, S.C.

KODAKS PRICED
213 N. MAIN ST.

89c to $25.00
GREENVILLE, S. C

^rt/wv»sFus^n^^Jvu^n^uvv^^rt/vwv^v^flJ^JVVwv^flJ%(sn^vvvwv^

DAVENPORT'S
The Shop for College Men
207 NORTH MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C

.mEJJCIOER. ■,OLKMSftN,;gOIT^H .CARPLHtA.
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InterMurial Championship Games Scheduled For March 10
Hi-School Basketball Champs-

By Arthur Williams, Sports Editor

7

"OF ALL THE RIDES SINCE THE BIRTH OF TIME
TOLD IN STORY OR SUNG IN RHYME,"
the most satisfying to Clemson was the one the .basketball
team took Maryland on Saturday night to
jthe tune of 39-27. And coming in a close secjond was the run for their money that the
jswimmers gave a favored Duke team the
[same afternoon. It was the first time that
[either the quintet or the tanksters had ever
[clinched Southern Conference titles, and quite
la coincidence it was that both picked the
|same afternoon to grab their laurels.
It's hard to say just what makes a team
'get hot," but the basketball team certainly
'did a grand job of getting hot during the conference, and during the few weeks preceding the conference
when they at one time needed five out of six wins to even get
a bid to the conference tournament. The last half of their
season was scarred only by a 3 point defeat by the Citadel
whom they later laced by 11 points.
BANKS McFADDEN
BANKS McFADDEN HAD A LOT TO DO WITH THE
TEAM'S CROWN-GETTING ACTIVITIES. A SPORTSMAN
WHO PLAYS FOR THE TEAM AND NOT FOR THE
CROWD, HE WON THE CROWD'S FAVOR NEVERTHELESS AND RECEIVED RINGING OVATIONS WHEN HE
TROTTED ONTO AND OFF OF THE COURT IN HIS
GRACEFUL, GROUND-COVERING GAIT. He played wonerdfully on the defense and brilliantly on the offense, and is
the only player whom all of the sports writers concede to be
unanimous choice for the conference team.
Bob Moorman, Jack Bryce, Stanley Lancaster, and Gene
Flathmann all had their big nights. Bob was over Waller in
the Wake Forest game like an oyster shell covers the enclosed
oyster. Lancaster was high scorer in the finals. Flathmann
and Bryce played well the whole way through.
HOLTZENDORFF CRACKS 'EM
Hoby Holtzendorff led the swimmers to victory with two
conference records to his credit in the 50 and 100 yard dashes.
The medley relay team (Holtzendorff, McKnight and Young)
cracked the record by two seconds.
THIS FACT WILL TICKLE THE HEARTS OF THE
WINTER SPORTS FANS. ONLY JACK BRYCE WILL
GRADUATE FROM THE BASKETBALL TEAM, AND
ONLY CAPTAIN YOUNG IS A SWIMMING TEAM
SENIOR.
Incidentally, Bill Cason, and Henry Covington leave the
only two boxing squad vacants.
BIG GENE FLATHMANN, the guy who did his share
and more to push the cagemen to victory will be heard from
in gridiron circles this fall or we'll eat our hats. Both of us
being from South Carolina's center of learning and culture,
Charleston, we knew him when. Meaning when he was so
handicapped by his tremendous bulk that he couldn't make
the Charleston High School football team. He was fifteen and
tipped the scales, that would stand his weight, at 240. That
was a lot of tonnage for a high schooler to have to lug around.
But during his freshman year at Clemson, Gene rapidly learned
to handle the weight that had therefore handicapped him, and
to use it to advantage.
It used to tickle us pink to watch Gene at freshman
football practice. He improved by leaps and bounds. By the
end of his sophomore year 240 pounds of adolescent fat had
been transformed into 230 of muscle. Last season, Gene played
well, but not by far the best he'll play in the season to come,
we do believe. He's only 19. He's growing stronger and faster.
Then, too, he's an honor man, and his agile mind is going to
be mighty useful when other people's backfields start showing
off.
THERE'S A GUY SPRING PRACTICING TOO, BY THE
NAME OF BRU TREXLER, who is going to be useful when
next fall rolls around and Don Willis is up in the bleachers
looking down. Bru, maybe, doesn't run with the power of
Don, but he starts faster, much faster, is shiftier and can
really cover some territory. He's capable of tearing through a
line for those Willisian gains, and after he's by the line, he's
also capable of some fast Bryantian stepping.
Next fall will be his first on the varsity, and we'll chew on
another hat if, when Thanksgiving day rolls around, Trexler's
name isn't inscribed in a niche in Clemson's hall of fame in
letters three feet deep.
J. BLAYLOCK
And there's another fellow who may surpass the above
two. He travels under the name of Joe Blaylock. Maybe we're
just too enthusiastic over Joe's ability, but we honestly think
that even as a freshman Blaylock played ball that would have
stood out in class AAA varsity football. He passes with accuracy, is chained lightning on end arounds, blocks hard
enough to make an opposing end as useful as an electric razor
on a camping trip. Maybe we're over-enthusiastic, but wait
'till next fall, just you wait and see.

SEE THE NEW CHRYSLER!
EXPERT SERVICE AND REPAIR

BALLENGER MOTOR CO.

PHONE 230

SENECA, S. C.

ROLLS DEVELOPED
Any •>!« roll kodak film developed,
eight nerer-fade Yelox prints for only
Lo«>pric-on candid film. Handy
mmhng tnvlop*. fumUhtd.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS OIYXM

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

JaelTkdbbit Co.
»FAJtTAN«JWf f, q

<$>

Winners To
Be Feted
That Night

Star Studiesr~

By J. S. Mace
At eight-thirty p. m. Friday,
March 10, Clemson's most successful intra-mural basketball
tournament for several years
will com^e to a close with the
final, championship games.
This game will be played in
the field house and will be conducted on a regular intercollegiate
scale. The players will wear basketball uniforms and will play
under strict intercollegiate rules.
The winning team will be
crowned the Intra-mural Champions of Clemson college and will
be properly recognized and feted.
Immediately following the finals a grand banquet will be held
in the mess hall for all the players of the tournament. At this
banquet, each player of the winning team will be presented with
a miniature silver basketball for
a watch fob.
These silver trophies are given
by the Block "C" Club under
whose auspices the tournament is
being held.
BANKS McFADDEN, elected
A small admission charge will #best all round basketeer at the
be collected at the door. This Southern Conference tournamoney goes to the Block "C" Club ment Saturday, has been phofor use in defraying expenses.
toed time and again doing everything from carrying a football to matching sized with
THE CLEMSON-CALHOTJN BASKETBALL team captured the state class C championship SatGiant Arnold Grayson. Above he
urday in Columbia. This was the climax of a successful seson which included wins over the most
is shown studying. Something
powerful C class teams in this district and the state. The team is coached by J. Roy Cooper of the
different.
YMCA. In the picture above, left to right, standing: Aull, Crowther, Sharp, Crouch, Milford, Holtzendorff. Kneeling: Burley, Chambers, Ldndsey (captain), Crandall, Henry.
—Staff Photo By Lee.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

Swimming
Tourney Here
17-18
Company Tournament Games Continue March
The A. A. U. Indoor Swimming McFadden Makes
3 0 0 Spratt
0 0 0 Championship meet is to be held
Last week found all the com- Galway, f
pany basketball teams in action Bradford, f
10 1 at Clemson, March 17-18.
10 0 Martin
3 3 0 Lewis
0 0 0
It will consist of the following All-Conference
and a total of ten games were Ellis, f
Barlow, c
4 2 2
events. For women: 60 yard free
played.
Several teams showed great
prospect and much power. Company D-2 showed . considerable
skill in overcoming its opponents
by scores of 18-14, and 24-14.
Company D-l and Company A-2
also showed their heels to their
opponents. A-2 won by scores of
32-15, and 24-8. Company D-l
won by 24-12.
Barlow of A-2, Kirchner of D-2,
and Klugh of B-l have led the
individual scoring so far in the
tournament.
In a very close and well played
game Wednesday night the H-2
boys nosed out the B-l basketeers
by the slim margin of 22 to 21.
B-l
Name—Pos.
FG FT F
Hamilton, t
OOO
Coleman, t
2 3 1
Richardson, c
4 12
Klugh, y
12 1
Pope, g
0 10
7

Totals

7

4

H-2
Name—Pos.
Mliaine, t
Johnson, f
Jolly, c
Moon, g
Culbreth, g

/

FG FT F
3 0 2
10 2
4 11
0 0 2
2 13

Totals
10 2 10
In the second game of the night
the Day Cadets showed their usual
power in conquering the players
from C-l by the score of 24 to 14.
Dirchner again led the way to
victory for the day cadets by making eleven points, the highest for
the game for one person.
Name—Pos.
FG FT F
Summerbell, f
2 0 1
Meyers, f
0 0 2
Lindsay, f
2 11
Mauldin, f
0 0 0
Kirchner, t
5 11
Lindsay, g
2 0 1
Craven, g
0 0 0
Craven, g
0 0 0
Crawford, g
0 0 0
Rentz, g
0 0 0
Summerbell, g
.:
0 0 0

Blair, g
Jones, g
Jones, g
Dunn, g
Boulton, g

1
0
0
1
1

Totals

14
F-2

Name—Pos.
Sosa, f
Spratt, f
Smith, f
M'Kesson, c
Martin, g
Welch, g
Coulton, g
Harpe, g

FG
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
" 0

0
0
0

0
Totals
8 19
1
Down at the "Y" Tuesday night
1 Company G-2 barely nosed out
0 1 Company C-l in an exciting game
0 1 that was not decided until the
final second. The score was 23-21.
5 5
C-l
FG FT F
Name—Pos.
FT F Rogers, t
0 O 0
0 1 Chular, t
3 0 0
13 Shuler, f
0 0 0
0 0 Kirchmar, f
2 0 0
1
Kelley, c
10 0
2
Greene, g
4 0 1
0
Lever, ,g
0 10
Poe, g
0 0 0
Shuler, g
0 0 0

Totals
4 7 9
In the first game on Monday
Company A-2 overwhelmed Company H-2 by the score of 24 to 8.
Barlow led the winning teams
attack with six field goals for a
total of twelve points.
H-2
Name—Pos.
FG FT F
M'Lane, t
10 0
Cox, f
10 1
Hambright; c
0 0 0
Culbreth, g
Oil
Jolly, g
112
Totals
Name—Pos.
Ellis, f
Galway, t
Barlow, c
Blair, g
Dunn, g
Bouton, g
Bradford, g

3

2

A-2

,

FG FT F
3 12
12 2
6 0 1
0 10
0 0 1
0 0 1
0

0

3

Ttoals
10 4 10
Monday's second game saw the
D-l basketeers defeat the players
from G-l by the score of 24 to 12.
D-l
Name—Pos.
FG FT F
Bryant, I
0 0 0
Horton, f
0 0 1
Dillard, f
2 0 1
Guyton, c
0 0 2
Timmons, c
10 0
Floyd, g
3 10
Bryant, g
,
3 0 0
Chovan, g
10 1
Totals
11 3 6 Cameron, g ....
Oil
Name—Pos.
FG FT F
Blanchett, t
0 0 1
11 2 6
Ttoals
Ladd, f
0 0 0
G-l
Kirchmar, t
4 2 1 Name—Pos.
FG FT F
Kelly, c
110 Baker, f
3 2 1
Poe, g
0 0 0 Henry, f
0 0 1
Lever, g
0 0 0 Von Hollen, t
10 0
Lever, g
0 0 1 Dickerson, f
0 0 0
Kimbrell, g
0 0 0 M'Makin, c
0 0 1
Rogers, g
0 10 Bell, c
0 0 0
Dickerson, g
0 0 0
Totals .
5 4 3 M'Makin, g
0 0 0
In the first game Thursday Ellis, g
10 0
Company E-l beat company G-2 Copley, g
0 0 0
by the not so big margin of 24 to
Totals
5 2 3
20. This was a well played game
Monday night Company B-l deon the part of both teams.
feated Company F-2 in a freeG-2
scoring game. Klugh made fourName—Pos.
FG FT F teen of the winners points, Harpe
Strickland, f
10 0 was high scorer for the losers
Von Hollen, t
2 0 1 with seven points.
Buff, t
Ill
B-l
Chetem, t
0 0 0 Name—Pos.
FG FT F
Jessen, c
0 0 2 Hamilton, f
0 10
Ward, g
10 0 ^lugh, f
7 0 1
Lemon, g
0 0 0 Richardson, c
0 12
Lemon, g
5 0 0 Pope, g
3 0 0
Coleman, g
2 0 0
Totals
10 0 3
E-l
Totals
12 2 8
Name—Pos.
FG FT F
F-2
Rainville, f
l o 2 Harpe,
3 14
Farmer, f
o 0 0 Ballard ...^.
,
0 0 0
Gage, f
8 0 1 Smith
1 O
Knox, c
2 0 1 Spratt
1 0
Holliday, c
2 0 1 Ballard
2 0
Godfrey, g
2 0 0 M'Kesson
0 0 0
Knox, g
1 0 0
King, g
1 0 2
Totals
12 0 7
Thursday's last game found A-2
on the long end of a 32 to 15
score. The victim was F-2.
A-2
Name—Pos.
FG FT F

10

G-2
*

1

Totals
11 1 1
The Day Cadets won again, this
time to the tune of 18 to 14.
Their unlucky opponents were the
E-l boys.
D-2
Name—-Pos.
FG FT F
Hacket, t
0 0 1
Craven, t
2 0 0
Summerbell, f
0 10
Crawford, f
0 0 0
Kirchner, c
2 4 0
Lindsey, g
0 2 0
Crawford, g
0 0 0
Lindsey, g ,
0 8 2
4 10

Totals

3

E-l
Name—Pos.
King, t
Bass, t
Gage, f
Rainville, f
Knox, c
Gage, c
Holliday, g
Simpson, g
Godfrey, g

FG FT F
2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
10 1
0 0 0
12 1
0 13
2 3 0

Totals
S 6 5
Company C-2 won a close one
over B-2 in the nightcap Tuesday.
The difference in points were
three free shots the C-2 boys
made. The score was C-2, 17; B-2,
14.
B-2
FG FT F
Name—Pos.
.021
Roe, f
.201
Bolt, f
.. 0 1 2
Wyndham, f
.. 0 0 0
Fulmer, c .....
... 0 0 1
Thomason, c
..010
Crews, g
..000
Horton, g
..300
Wham, g
5

Totals

4

5

C-2

Name—Pos.
Herlong, f
Early, f
Garrett, t
Epton, f
Sutton, c
Bowen, g
Heinson, g
Totals

YOU CAN ALWAYS GET
THE BEST MEAL AT

SAM'S LUNCH ROOM
Greenville, S. C.

Banks McFadden, basketball
center, was the only player of
the 150 participating in the
tournament at Raleigh chosen unanimously for the all-conference
team. McFadden starred for the
Tigers in every game of their conference drive and starred on the
defense as well as on offensive
playing.
Ned Irish, who handles the
basketballing of Madison Square
Garden said that "McFadden is as
fine a center as I've ever seen."
Jack Bryce made the conference
second team, and Dude Buchanan
and Stanley Lancaster were honorably mentioned.

1 Fire In Second Barracks
Causes No Damage At All
"TETUS WRITE
A fire which was checked beFG FT F
Your term papers, theses,
fore
it
could
do
any
damage
was
10 1
speeches, essays and book re0 0 0 reported in room 413, 2nd bar- views. Also translations (any
racks,
Tuesday
afternoon.
0 0 0
H. D. Putnam, Don May and language). 50c per double spac5 0 0
Byrd
who live in room 413 say ed typed page. Scholarly work.
10 0
20 years' experience.
they
"don't
know the origin."
1 O 0
EXPERT
RESEARCH CO.
Putnam
noted
the
fire
first
and
0 10
Jackson, Ga.
0 0 0 was reported to have "grabbed the
0 0 0 fire extinguisher and put it out."
0 0 0
0 0 0
Special Awards Now For Marksmanship At
3 0 0

Totals

Name—Pos.
Buff, f
Bailey, f
Chetem, i
Von Hollen, f
Johnson, c
Jessen, c
Ward, c
Ward, g
Delaney, g
Jessen, g
Strickland, g
4 Lemmon, g

style; 120 yard individual medley;
100 yard breaststroke.
For men: 220 yard free style;
60 yard free style; 400 yard free
style relay; 300 yard individual
medley. There will also be diving
from the one meter board.
Special events are to be provided for boys and girls under 15
and for boys and girls under 17
and the 40 yard free style and the
40 yard breaststroke for boys and
girls under 12.
Those interested are asked to
see the Clemson Swimming Coach,
Mr. Holtzendorff, for entry blanks
and further information.

,

FG FT F
2 2 1
0 2 0
2 11
a 0 0
0 10
Oil
1 0 0
5

7

The Red Circle Shooting Gallery
LOCATED NEXT TO CLEMSON GRILL

DRINK

The pause that refreshes
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C.

GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVAN

HARDWARE CO.

Sporting Goods — Farm Implements
Paints and Varnishes
ANDERSON, S. C.

We Specialize In Serving
Banquets And Good Sunday Dinners.

HOTEL PALMETTO
DORN MANAGEMENT
SENECA, S. O.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
Complete Uniforms To Clemson Men.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

3

ANDERSON SERVICE STATION
Sinclair Products

-:-

Washing and Greasing

PHONE 149-W
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Anderson Elks Sponsor Free Transportation For Cadets
—$>

Honorary Colonel's Plaque-

Judge Strom Thurmond Speaks To Fellows
■<>

Dairy Senior To Work At New
York World's Fair Milk Exhibit
L. M. Rhodes, president of the Clemson Dairy Club, has
received an appointment to work with Borden Milk Company's
exhibit, "The Dairy World of Tomorrow," at the New York
World's Fair.
Rhodes will probably leaveClemson the first of April and
spend six months at the fair.
Upon completing his work he
will receive his diploma from
Clemson.
Holmes Heatwohl will ge biven
The exhibit in which he will an honorary Block C, according
work is a showing of 150 cows to W. W. Magee, president of
of the five major breeds. The the athletic society. Heatwohl is
milk produced in this exhibit will a textile senior, honor student,
be drawn with a Rotolactor, which staff captain, and was a candiis a "cow merry-go-round." Each date for the football team during
cow has its turn on this new type his freshman, sophomore, junior
of milking machine while visitors and senior years.
There has been only one honorwatch through observation windows. There are only two of these ary block given by the club other
machines in the world. The milk than Heatwohl's in recent years.
will be. processed and served to That was given to professor S.
the Fair visitors over a Milk Bar M. Newsom of the textile department when he was a student at
within the exhibit.
While in New York Rhodes will Clemson.
Said president Magee, "Blackie
live in the Columbia University
dormitories with thirty-five other is a fine player, and knows all
college men from leading A&M there is to know about football,
colleges throughout the United but he was handicapped because
States who are working at the of lack of weight."
Borden exhibit. He will also spend
a great deal of time at the Plainfield plant of the Borden com. Alabama Alumnus
pany which also has a rotolactor Shot By Employee
milking outfit.
James H. Byers, superintendent
The highest honors dairying of the Avondale Mills in SylacauJunior last' year, Rhodes was ga, Alabama, and a Clemson gradawarded a two weeks visit to the uate was fatally shot last Friday
Purina Mills in St. Louis and by a disgruntled employee. Byers
Shelby, Michigan, last summer, was a classmate of Major D. E.
and* this year won the Danforth Barnett.
Scholarship, which is each year
given to the highest honors Senior.
Professor Paul LaMasters, head
of the Clemson Dairy School, said
that he was highly pleased that
the Borden company selected a
Clemson man. "Rhodes will' learn
a great deal about the very latest
methods of dairying," Professor
LaMasters said, "and in addition
tie will have a chance to meet
many outstanding dairymen from
every part of the world."

Heatwohl Gets
Bid To Block C

FRED HUGHES, Captain of Scabbard and Blade, looks over
the plaque to be presented to the young lady chosen Honorary
Cadet Colonel at the Scabbard and Blade banquet tomorrow night.
The plaque will be presented the "lucky" girl at the formal dance
tomorrow.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

Community Players To Present
"Torch Bearers" Here March 15

The Clemson Community Players will present "The Torch
Bearers" in the College Auditorium March 15
The play itself is a parody onf
a play. It is the third that the
players have done this year, the
last being "The Ghost Train," a
most successful production. Direction of "The Torch Bearers"
is in charge of Mr. Ed Calkins.
The cast of characters is:
Miss Carroll Glenn, accomplishPaula Ritter—who should have ed violinist, will' give a concert in
been an actress
the college chapel Thursday night
Harriet Sturkey at seven thirty.
Fred Ritter—her husband
Miss Glenn, who is originally
Dr. Owens
from Chester, is a teacher at
Nelly Fell
Frances Wigington Julliard's
Music School in 'New Textile Students
Mr. Spindler
George Fox York.
Florence McCrickett
When eleven, she had the high- Hear Ordway Here
—Inez Martin
The Phi Psi fraternity of the
est
general average at the InstiMr. Hossefrosse
Sargt. Helton
Clemson Textile school at its last
Mr. Twiller
iLouis Malphrus tute of Musical Arts in New York. regular evening meeting heard
Teddy Spering
J.E. McCurry She made her musical debut in C. B. Ordway of American Aniline
Clara Sheppard
Harriet Gates this city's famed Town Hall. Miss Products, Inc., Charlotte, N. C,
Jenny, the maid
Mrs. Helton Glenn is also the only winner of discuss "Practical Research in
the Nanumburg Foundation Award
Mr. Stage Manager
Textiles."
—Frank N. Morgan this season.
The next morning Mr. Ordway
"Miss Glenn, who is only 22,
has that 'certain something' and gave three talks to the seniors
the boys who attend the concert in the Clemson Textile School, his
Beta Sigma Chi
really have a treat in store for subject being "Finishing and DyeTakes In Six
them," Mrs. Harold Cochran,' di- ing of Rayon Fabrics and New
Recently, Beta Sigma Chi, rector of the Clemson Glee club Developments in Naphthol Dyeing."
Charleston club, took in six says.
new members, four freshmen and
two upperclassmen.
They are: V. N. Sottile, J. R.
Sosnowski, C. A. Carter, W. G.
Cogswell, R. H. Brown and G. H.
Proposed Clemson Colony at Highlands, N. C. in beautiful
Warren. There are now 25 men in
the Charleston club.
Primeval Estates. Lake front lots. Anyone interested see

Violinist to Perform
In Chapel Tonight

Professor H. S. Tate stated today that the Reserve Officers
group school will be held at Clemson in the old Textile Building
soon.

Judge J. Strom. Thurmond
(Clemson, '23), youngest man
on the South Carolina Judicial
bench, spoke to the Fellowship
club, local Civic organization,
at its regular meeting at the
Presbyterian church Tuesday
night on crime in the United
States.
"Crime," Judge Thurmond
said, "is the greatest problem
facing America today. It costs
the United States more than
fifteen billion dollars annually."
One of the outstanding graduates of Clemson, Judge Strom's
list of accomplishments are voluminous. While he was a student
at Clemson he took an active part
in debating and track from which
he won his block "C."
Since graduating^ in the horticulture department, he has taught
agriculture in the Edgefield public
schools, served as county superintendent of education for Edgefield
county, served on the Winthrop
board of trustees for several years,
and was a state senator for six
years.
Famous Young Man
Listed among the "Famous
Young Men of America," Judge
Thurmond has also been termed
the "Champion of South Carolina
Education," by prominent South
Carolina educators. During his six
years in the state legislature, it
is estimated by leading lawmakers
that Judge Thurmond introduced
more bills designed to forward
education in South Carolina than
any other man in the South Carolina Senate.
Some of his outstanding accomplishments for South Carolina

The Elks Club of Anderson
will return students to Clemson by bus from Anderson
free Saturday and Sunday
nights, it was announced today
by Father Speisman, Social
and Community Welfar chairman of the Anderson Elks club.
The free transportation project begins Saturday night at 9:30.
Buses will leave for Clemson
9:30, 10:30 and 11:30, Father
Speisman said. The Calhoun Hotel
has been chosen as meeting point.
"The first few weeks this project will be an experiment," says
Father Speisman. "If the boys
show they appreciate it, we'll
continue this courtesy service indefinitely."
JUDGE THURMOND
education are reflected in the new
Clemson textile building, several
new buildings at the University
of South Carolina, and a number
of buildings at Winthrop.
Dikes Charleston
Very much to the surprise of
everyone here, Judge Thurmond
stated in an interview with The
Tiger, that he would like to live
in Charleston when he retires
from the bench. And, although he
seemed to be humoring The Tiger
Editor, he said that his court
weeks in Charleston really turned
out to be vacations. "No one ever
does anything wrong' in Charleston," he said.
Judge Strom is this week holding court in Walhalla. He will
next conduct court in Anderson.

Helton's Radio
Program Resumed
Sergeant K. R. Helton's weekly
radio program "Campus Capers"
will be heard again Saturday at
12:15 over station WAIM.
The program, which usually
features campus talent, was
"Bushed off the air" last Saturday by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's speech to Congress.
E. W. Faierer, Dairyman at the
Sand Hills experiment station, is
in Clemson this week collecting
data for a new bulletin which the
Experiment station will publish
sometime this spring.

JOHN ROBERT POWERS, the head of the world's
best known model agency, when booking his
famous models for fashions, advertisers and
artists, says "The call is for beauty, poise, personal charm . . . the Perfect combination".

HOKE SLOAN
SPECIAL PRICES FOR THE FIRST PURCHASER.

/er/ecf KsOmhimfwh

All The Time Is
Sweet Potato Time
Contrary to the expectations of
Dr. Joseph B. Edmonds, Clemson
Horticulturist and a pioneer in
the development of sweet potato
blossoms, it is still "Sweet fotato
Blooming Time" in the Clemson
greenhouse.
Dr. Edmond reported this week
that some of the plants which
he planted last fall and which
bloomed throughout the winter
were still producing blossoms
Too, he said, some of the old
plants which were placed on trellises last fall are still blooming.

gets the call...

SEWELL SUITS
All Wool Guaranteed
Sizes 34-50
$9.95
$12.95
$14.95

Chesterfields get the call from more and more
smokers every day because of their refreshing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.

Steve Causby Clothing Co.
32 South Main st., Greenville, S. C.
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FREE!
One pair Men's Socks with
the purchase of a pair of
shoes.
Vic's Shoes for men, $2.85
18 South Laurens St.
Greenville, S. C
Rear Bus Station

By Mitchell Simmons

Begins This
Saturday At
9:30, 10:30
And 11:30

For Your College Banquets Come To—

THE MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant
ANDERSON, S. C
*
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Tihe perfect combination of Chesterfield's
mild ripe American and aromatic Turkish tobaccos ... the can't-be-copied blend
... makes Chesterfield the cigarette that
gives millions of men and women more
smoking pleasure.

When you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give more
smoking pleasure, why THEY SATISFY

(chesterfield
...the blend that can't be copied

...a HAPPY COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos

